We demonstrate that in the context of statically typed pure functional lambda calculi, exceptions are strictly more powerful than call/cc. More precisely, we prove that the simply typed lambda calculus extended with exceptions is strictly more powerful than Girard's F ω [6, 15] (a superset of the simply typed lambda calculus) extended with call/cc and abort. This result is established by showing that the first language is Turing equivalent while the second language permits only a subset of the recursive functions to be written. We show that the simply typed lambda calculus extended with exceptions is Turing equivalent by reducing the untyped lambda calculus to it by means of a novel method for simulating recursive types using exception-returning functions. The result concerning F ω extended with call/cc is from a previous paper of the author and Robert Harper's.
Introduction
The relationship between the programming features of exceptions and call/cc (call with current continuation) in statically typed pure functional programming languages has been an open question for some time. Carl Gunter, et. al, write in a recent paper [7] :
It is folklore (the authors know of no published proof) that neither exceptions nor continuations can be expressed as a macro in terms of the other (at least if no references are present), even though they are closely related.
In this paper we demonstrate that exceptions cannot be expressed as a macro using only call/cc in a statically typed pure functional lambda calculi, thus partially answering half of Gunter, et. al ,' s open question. Left open is the question of whether or not exceptions can be defined using a macro in terms of call/cc and either fix, recursive types, or some similar feature.
We do this by showing that when call/cc is added to even as powerful a statically typed pure functional lambda calculi as Girard's F ω [6, 15] , the set of functions expressible in the resulting language is still a subset of the recursive functions. However, when exceptions are added to even so limited a language as the simply typed lambda calculus (λ → ), the resulting language permits all computable functions to be expressed. (In particular, unlike in the first case, potentially non-terminating functions can be written.) This demonstrates that exceptions are strictly more powerful than call/cc for statically typed pure functional lambda calculi -not even a full global transformation on a program can reduce exceptions to call/cc.
The first of these results is a previous result of the author with Robert Harper. The second is new to this paper and involves a novel method for simulating recursive types using exception-raising functions.
The Power of Call/CC
In a recent paper [9] , the author and Robert Harper considered an extension of F ω with call/cc and abort, obtaining a number of results. We summarize briefly here the relevant results: Four evaluation strategies were considered, differing in whether they use call-by-name or call-by-value parameter passing and in whether or not they evaluate beneath type abstractions.
Not evaluating beneath type abstractions treats type instantiation as a significant computation step, possibility including effects. Strategies of this type are used in Quest [3] and LEAP [14] , and are directly compatible with extensions that make significant uses of types at run time [11] (for example, "dynamic" types [1, 3] ). Since polymorphic expressions are kept distinct from their instances, the anomalies that arise in implicitly polymorphic languages in the presence of references [16] and control operators [10] do not occur.
Strategies that evaluate beneath type abstractions are inspired by the operational semantics of ML [12] . Evaluation proceeds beneath type abstractions, leading to a once-for-all-instances evaluation of polymorphic terms. Type instantiation application is retained as a computation step, but its force is significantly attenuated by the fact that type expressions may contain free type variables, precluding primitives that inductively analyze their type arguments. The superficial efficiency improvement gained by evaluating beneath type abstractions comes at considerable cost since it is incompatible with extensions such as mutable data structures and control operators [16, 10] .
All the strategies were shown to be sound except for the strategy most like ML (the call-byvalue, evaluating beneath type abstractions strategy) which was shown to be unsound for full F ω .
Restricting so that polymorphism can only be used on values, not general expressions, 1 restores soundness for this strategy. Typed CPS (continuation-passing style) transforms were then given for each strategy from the appropriate sound subset into F ω and proven correct. Since F ω is known to be strongly normalizing (see [6] ) and the transforms are recursive functions, this implies that all programs in the original language terminate. Hence, adding call/cc to F ω permits at most only recursive functions to be written.
It should be noted that because the simply typed lambda calculus (λ → ), the polymorphic lambda calculus (F 2 ), and the core of ML, Core-ML [13, 5] , are proper subsets of F ω that this result applies to adding call/cc to them as well.
The Power of Exceptions

Motivation
It is standard practice when giving the semantics of untyped programming languages such as Scheme [4] , to explain exceptions by use of a transform similar in spirit to a CPS transform whereby expressions returning a value of "type" τ are transformed to expressions that return a value of "type" τ + σ where α + β represents a sum type, the values of which are either a tag left and a value of type α or a tag right and a value of type β, and where σ is the "type" of the values carried by the exception. If the original expression evaluates to a value v then the transformed expression evaluates to the value left(v) where v is v transformed. 2 If, on the other hand, the original expression when evaluated raises an uncaught exception carrying the value v then the transformed expression evaluates to right(v).
Such a transform is easily written in the statically typed case where σ is a base type. See Figure 1 , for example. Here, b is a base-type meta-variable, τ a type meta-variable, x a termvariable meta-variable, and M and N are term meta-variables. F V (M ) denotes the free variables of M and is used to prevent unwanted capture. Under the appropriate assumptions, it can be proved that if M : τ then M : [τ ] .
However, problems arise when σ is a non-base type. If σ is an arrow type, infinite recursion results at the type level, preventing the transform from working because infinite types are not permitted in
By adding recursive types to the destination calculus, the transform can be made to work as in Figure 2 . The rules for variables, lambdas, and applications are the same as before. We use a formulation of recursive types (µα. τ ) where there is an isomorphism (µα.f (α)) ∼ = f (µα.f (α)) mediated by two built in primitives:
such that unroll(roll(x)) = x when x:f (µα.f (α)) and roll(unroll(y)) = y when y:µα.f (α) where f is any function mapping types to types. For this transform, we only need one recursive type, 
right(x) => let x = unroll x in N end endcase Figure 2 : Exception transform using recursive types µα. <σ> α , so roll:<σ> γ → γ and unroll:γ → <σ> γ (f = λα. <σ> α ). Aside from using this recursive type to avoid the problem of infinite types, the transform is unchanged.
It is well known that adding recursive types to the simply typed lambda calculus allows the full untyped lambda calculus to be simulated. The following encoding of the untyped lambda calculus in λ → extended with recursive types suffices: A question naturally arises: since the transform suggests that exceptions carrying arrow types have an inherently recursive character, can we simulate the untyped lambda calculus using just arrow-type carrying exceptions? The following two sections answer this question in the affirmative.
Simulating recursive types with exceptions
The key idea is to use exception-raising functions to simulate the values of a recursive type. Suppose we wish to simulate values of the recursive type µα. f (α). We will use functions of type = unit → unit and exceptions carrying values of type f ( ) where unit is the type containing exactly one value, denoted (). The key definitions of roll and unroll are as follows:
where † is any expression of type f ( ). Having a term of this type is needed to make unroll type check. The term is never actually evaluated though unless unroll is called with a value not generated by roll, which is arguably an error. Many exception implementations (SML, for example [12] ) allow their equivalent of a raise statement to have an arbitrary type since it will never "return". This feature can be used to construct a † of type f ( ) if no value of type f ( ) is otherwise available.
Roll packs up its argument of type f ( ) and stores it in a newly created function which it then returns. This function is built so that when called it will raise an exception carrying the argument to roll. The extra code to return () after raising the exception is solely for typing purposes as it is never executed. Since the types of the exceptions that a function may raise are not part of its type, the resulting function just has type unit → unit = as desired.
Unroll can later retrieve the value that was passed into roll by simply calling the new function with () and catching the resulting exception which will be carrying the desired value. Hence, we have the crucial equations that unroll(roll(x)) = x when x:f ( ) and roll(unroll(y)) = y when y: , y produced by roll. The later restriction on y is not a problem for the simulation because if we take a closed well-typed expression in λ → plus recursive types and evaluate the encoding of the expression in λ → plus exceptions, we are guaranteed that unroll will never be called on a term not generated by roll. This is because there are no values of recursive type in the original language that are not created via roll.
Simulating the untyped lambda calculus
By combining the well known encoding from the untyped lambda calculus to the simply typed lambda calculus plus recursive types with our method of simulating recursive types using exceptions, we obtain an encoding from the untyped lambda calculus to the simply typed lambda calculus with exceptions. In fact, it suffices for us to just have one kind of exception which carries values of type (unit→unit)→(unit→unit). Figure 3 contains (working) SML code demonstrating how to do this. The code is entirely monomorphic and uses only those features present in the simply typed lambda calculus extended with exceptions of the aforementioned type.
Since the untyped lambda calculus is Turing equivalent [2] and the encoding transform is recursive (syntax directed, in fact), this implies that the simply typed lambda calculus extended with exceptions of the above type is Turing equivalent. Hence, all computable functions can be written in it.
Conclusion
We have shown by a novel method that exceptions can be used to simulate recursive types. From this and the well known fact that the untyped lambda calculus can be encoded in the simply typed lambda calculus (λ → ) plus recursive types, it follows that the untyped lambda calculus can be encoded in λ → extended with exceptions. Because the untyped lambda calculus is Turing equivalent, this implies that all computable functions can be written in λ → extended with exceptions. The ability to have exceptions of distinguishable flavors, possibly carrying values of different types, is not required.
From previous work of the author's with Robert Harper, it is known that adding call/cc to F ω (a superset of λ → ) preserves the fact that all programs terminate. It follows from this that only a subset of the recursive functions can be written in F ω extended with call/cc. Since the set of all computable functions is proper superset of the recursive functions, the language λ → extended with exceptions is strictly more powerful than the language F ω extended with call/cc. Hence not even a full global transformation on a program can rewrite away exceptions in F ω extended with call/cc.
We are grateful to Robert Harper and Mark Leone for their comments on an earlier draft of this work. (* * As an example, we use the encoding of omega = w w * where w = \x.x x to write a hanging function: * * (Omega reduces to itself in one beta-reduction step, * resulting in an infinite reduction sequence.) *) fun hang() = let val w = lam (fn x => app(x,x)) in app(w,w) end; 
